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International Phonograph, Inc., is a small independent label that special-
izes in jazz.  The company believes that the musician is best served 
when the recording quality is of the highest rank, which means for this 
company, analog tape.  All of the recordings IPI makes that we use are 
made in almost all cases on custom tape recorders utilizing handpicked 
and custom microphones.  The result is an organic, realistic presence 
unmatched by any other recordings we hear.  Combined with an 
authentic and high level of musicianship on these performances, the 
listener hears a truly unique and unforgettable experience.   We believe 
IPI is at the forefront of superior quality sound combined with the highest 
level of music.



For more than fifteen years, cornetist, improviser, composer, and music 
presenter Josh Berman has been an essential contributor to Chicago’s 
active improvised music scene. His work encompasses both developing 
opportunities for presenting improvised music, and performing in a variety 
of highly collaborative formats. He’s a co-founder of critically acclaimed 
Umbrella Music, and curator of the Sunday night music series at the 
Hungry Brain. He’s performed as bandleader of his own groups, Josh 
Berman Trio, Josh Berman’s Old Idea, and Josh Berman and His Gang, 
and as co-leader of Chicago Luzern Exchange.

In addition to his work as bandleader, Berman has performed and record-
ed with some of the most internationally respected musicians and compos-
ers in jazz and improvised music: Bill Dixon, Ab Baars, Keefe Jackson, 
Joe McPhee, Jason Adasiewicz, Mike Reed, Michael Moore, Ken Vander-
mark, Frank Rosaly, Rob Mazurek, Jason Stein, Jeb Bishop, Dave 
Rempis, Michael Zerang, Fred Lonberg-Holm, and Paul Lytton. He is also 
a frequent collaborator with dance artists; his collaboration with dancer 
Ayako Kato and musician Jason Roebke was awarded a CROSSCUT 
grant for New Collaborations in Sound/Movement from Experimental 
Sound Studio and Links Hall. Berman was named in the DownBeat critics’ 
poll among Rising Stars, Trumpet. He has toured the United States, 
Canada, Europe, and Japan.
In 2009, Berman and his group Old Idea released their first full length 
CD/LP, Old Idea, on Delmark. Josh Berman and His Gang’s There Now, 
also on Delmark Records, came out in 2012. And 2015 saw the release of 
Josh Berman Trio’s A Dance and A Hop on Delmark. The albums have 
garnered critical acclaim in publications including The New York Times, 
DownBeat, Jazz Times, the Chicago Reader, and the Chicago Tribune.

Recorded on a 16 track analog tape recorder, this recording was done 
specifically for IPI’s tape issue program on 27 July 2012. It is probably 
the first time in recording history where sessions were recorded 
specifically to be published on analog tape and no other medium. In 
fact, only enough music was recorded to fill one 30 minute, 15ips reel. 
The production master, from which copies are run, was copied directly 
off the 16 track master, reducing the number of tape copies by at least 
one or two generations from the usual procedure. The session features 
the Chicago trio of Josh Berman (cornet, guitar and bass) playing 
modern/retro jazz, which although very easy to listen to, has the 
conceptual and harmonic depth of the current vibrant Chicago jazz 
movement. A must for those who love both great analog sound and 
jazz. Here is what Robert Harley, of The Absolute Sound, had to say 
about this tape:

"The Von Schweikert VR-44 Active loudspeaker benefited from a most 
unusual source: a jazz recording made exclusively for release on 
open-reel tape made directly from the master. The label, International 
Phonograph Inc., uses purist techniques and vintage microphones for 
its tape-only releases which are priced at $150 per title. The sound 
had an uncanny sense of realism played back through the latest 
United Home Audio UHA-Q Phase 11 tape machine." (The Absolute 
Sound, Issue 230.)


